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Companies are moving to respond to this trend: a recent CDW Telework report2 cites that 76% of private sector 
employers now provide technical support for remote workers. This is driven in part by the fact that engaging a
remote workforce is now much more feasible in terms of time and cost. The expensive, traditional off-premise
circuits that were previously necessary for enabling remote employees are now no longer necessary. And thanks
to high-speed, broadband connections, reliability and call quality are greatly improved.

With a remote workforce, a business can reduce office space, shrinking leasing costs and property taxes. A 
company can also cut heating and cooling expenses, while reducing physical infrastructure and maintenance 
costs. An organization can accomplish this while boosting productivity and employee job satisfaction through
benefits such as:
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With locations-based routing, users can customize the system to deliver phone calls to one or more user-With locations-based routing, users can customize the system to deliver phone calls to one or more user-W
defined destinations at the home, office or even a cell phone. An inbound call can be delivered either 
sequentially or simultaneously.

A remote workforce is the answer to building a streamlined, cost effective organization. And with VoIP
communications, it's an affordable option for organizations of all sizes.
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